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John Taffin

Totally rebuilt 1st
Generation Single
Action Army from
1899. New parts
have been antiqued
to match the old
finish, grips are
buffalo bone, and
leather is by El
Paso Saddlery.

PEACEMAKER SPECIALISTS:

PERFECTING PERFECTION

Second Generation Colt Single Action originally manufactured
in 1959 and brought to total perfection by Eddie Janis.

verything about the original Colt
Single Action Army is perfection. The cartridge that came
forth, the .45 Colt, is not only a
proven man stopper going all the
way back to the original black powder
loading, it also has become an excellent
big game hunting cartridge in heavyduty sixguns. The Colt Single Action
Army was so superbly designed, it still
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exists more than 125 years after its
introduction. Although it is the perfect
design, we do not live in a perfect
world. Very rarely is any traditional
revolver, whether a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd
Generation Colt, or a replica, carried
out to perfection. Although the design is
perfect, most men who build revolvers
and most production schedules are not.
Enter Peacemaker Specialists.

High on the list of Perfect Packin’
Pistols is this 2nd Generation Colt New
Frontier; aptly named “The Last Frontier.”

Eddie Janis of Peacemaker Specialists
does exactly that. He specializes in
Peacemakers to the extent he will not
work on any other revolvers. The current
replicas and the Great Westerns of the
1950s and 1960s may be very close to
the Colt Single Action Army, however
you will never find them on the Peacemaker Specialists’ workbench. Janis’ sixgunning mission is to take over where
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Elegantly rebuilt 1st Generation
Single Action Army from 1899.

Three Generations of Colt Single Actions brought to
perfection by Eddie Janis of Peacemaker Specialists.

the manufacturer of Colt Single Action
Armies leaves off, and proceed to perfection, or to take some early Colt Single
Action and complete it or return it to perfection. The sixguns produced by Colt
from 1873 to 1941 are normally found to
be superb examples of the gunmaker’s
art. This is in their original form. Many
were used hard over the course of their
shooting life or even abused, and this is
where Peacemaker Specialists comes
onstage. The early 2nd Generation Colts
were also fine sixguns, but lacked perfection and, as machinery began to wear, the
later sixguns slipped in quality. Many 3rd
Generation revolvers also need help, help
that Eddie Janis can supply.
One of the biggest problems encountered with all generations of Single
Action Armies are interior action parts
that are well-worn or not very closelyfitted to begin with. It requires precise
handwork to have the bolt lock into its
notch in the cylinder precisely at the time
the hammer reaches full-cock. For these
events to coincide, a master’s touch is
required. This is a time-consuming operation requiring much patience. Eddie
carefully stones and files until the perfection of his Gunslinger Deluxe Action Job
is accomplished.
Eddie says of this operation: “Our priority in doing an action job is not to
make the gun feel smooth and light. Our
priority is to build a gun that is totally
reliable, by eliminating wear and parts
breakage. By accomplishing this goal,
the byproduct is having a pistol that feels
like it’s running on ball bearings but
locks up like a bank vault.” Eddie has
worked on several of my Colt Single
Actions, with examples from all three
generations, and I can testify to the fact
everything he has said here is absolutely
true. The sixguns are virtually unbreakable, which is quite a bit to say about a
sixgun that operates with flat springs, and
yet feels so smooth. Of course, Eddie
replaces all the original springs with his
custom-made Gunfighter springs. I
always enjoy handing one of my Peacemaker Specialists sixguns to someone
who has a new Colt or replica and ask
them to cock the hammer. The look on
their face is always totally priceless.

Problems Galore

1903 Colt Single Action Army by Peacemaker
Specialists, “C” engraved by Charlie Baker,
horsehead carved ivory stocks. Leather is by
Jim Lockwood of Legends in Leather.
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The biggest problem with most Colt
Single Actions is found with the barrel
and cylinder. Many older guns will be
found with pitted barrels and cylinders
from using black powder, while quite
often, newer sixguns will have oversized
chambers. To correct this, Eddie normally re-chambers .357 Magnum cylinders to the proper .45 Colt dimension of
Continued on page 80
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.452". Barrels which are pitted are
replaced by 2nd Generation barrels on
1st and 2nd Generation sixguns, while
3rd Generation Colts normally have correct 451.5" barrels that do not need to be
replaced. When barrels are installed, the
lettering can be replaced with periodcorrect style markings.
Eddie specializes in refinishing old
Colt Single Actions and bringing them
back to even better than new condition.
However, having respect for the history
associated with the old guns, he will not
refinish an old Colt Single Action unless
it has been previously refinished.

A New-Old Gun
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A couple years ago I sent him a .45
Colt manufactured in 1917. It had never
been refinished, however most of the
bluing and case coloring were long gone
and it had several stains and some minor
pitting reflecting the fact it had been
stored in an old holster for more than 50
years. Neither I, nor Peacemaker Specialists, would destroy the history of this
grand old sixgun by refinishing it. It still
shows age and use on the outside, however its looks are deceiving, as Eddie
totally rebuilt the interior replacing necessary parts and performing his Gunslinger Deluxe Action Job. He also had
on hand an old pair of one-piece ivory
stocks carved in the fleur-de-lis pattern
and these were expertly fitted. This
beautiful sixgun maintains its integrity
while performing to perfection.
Pictured, you will find five examples
of Peacemaker Specialists’ perfecting of
the Colt Single Action Army. All of these
have had the actions rebuilt with oversized parts and then tuned to perfection.
In addition, all five have been fitted with a
.357 Magnum cylinder properly re-chambered to a correctly-dimensioned .45
Colt. Three have been fitted with new .45
Colt barrels, which have also been
marked the way the original barrels were
lettered at that particular time period. The
sixguns are as follows:
A 1st Generation Single Action
Army from 1899 with an exterior
showing its 100 years-plus of use. However rather than refinish this revolver,
the newly installed barrel, cylinder, and
ejector tube have been antiqued to
match the original parts. To add to its
look of antiquity it has been expertly
fitted with buffalo bone grips. As my
personal .45 mentioned above, this is
now a sixgun that shows “old” while
still performing to perfection.
A 1st Generation Single Action
Army from 1903, absolutely one of the
most beautiful Colts in existence. In
addition to all of Peacemaker Specialists
action, barrel and cylinder work, this
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sixgun has been beautifully C-engraved
in Helfricht style by the late Charlie
Baker. It was then plated with antique
silver; highlighted with fire blue screws,
base pin, base pin latch and trigger; and
for the piece-de-resistance, fitted with
one-piece ivory stocks carved with a
horsehead. Two 1st Generation Colts
that are totally unlike in looks — but
both perfect in performance.
A 2nd Generation Single Action Army
from 1959 making it an early production
example. In addition to all the action
work, a .357 Magnum cylinder re-chambered to correct .45 Colt dimensions has
been installed and both the front edge of
the cylinder and the ejector tube have
been beveled in the 1880s style. To make
this a perfect working sixgun, it has been
fitted with oil finished one-piece walnut
stocks. A sixgun from the mid-20th century with the look of the 1880s.
The Last Frontier is Peacemaker Specialists’ beautiful rendition of a Colt New
Frontier manufactured in 1970. The
barrel and cylinder have both been
replaced, oversized action parts have been
fitted, the front sight has been stoned
square and serrated, the rear sight has
been replaced by an Elliason, and the
plain-Jane factory walnut stocks have
been replaced by beautiful one-piece elephant ivories. Surely this is one of most
beautiful New Frontiers in existence and
high on my list of Perfect Packin’ Pistols.

John’s Sad
The final example is one of a matched
paired of consecutively serial numbered
3rd Generation nickel-plated Colt Single
Actions. This revolver has been set up for
Cowboy Action Shooting with an
adjustable hammer stop, unloading funnel
cut in the frame to facilitate speed loading,
and bolt blocks installed to decrease both
bolt twisting and cylinder side play during
the hard usage the sixguns often see during
competition. All this is in addition to the
Gunslinger Deluxe Action Job, and to
make it more user friendly, sharp edges
have been de-horned including those at the
toe and heal of the grip frame, which now
carries one-piece elephant ivory stocks.
Since the airlines instituted the jumpthrough-the-hoops operations of their
mythical safety and security regulations, I
no longer travel unless absolutely necessary. Trips have just been made too distasteful and difficult for me. However,
one of the most difficult trips I will make
will be that of taking these beautiful
revolvers to Fed-Ex for shipping back to
Peacemaker Specialists. Everyone should
have at least one perfect Colt Single
Action Army as only Peacemaker Specialists can produce. The fact I already
have mine is the only thing
making this trip bearable.

*

For more information, contact Eddie at
Peacemaker Specialists; P.O. Box 157,
Whitmore, CA 96096; (530) 472-3438.
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